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PART 5D

Proverbs 30:4

Who hath ascended up into
heaven, or descended? Who has
gathered the wind in His fists?
Who has bound the waters in a
garment? Who has established all
the ends of the earth? What is His
name, and what is His son’s name,
if you can tell?
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There is no excuse for not knowing His
name.
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In Part 5D we will finish looking at the Anunnaki and the Kabballah site and
also some modern day agenda’s being put forward. Nothing new under the
sun but repackaged demonology to stir up confusion. Really pay attention
however to the “original” story of Inky Blinky and the crew because it has
morphed drastically as we will see in the coming weeks. Remember when we
studied the statements in the Quran that said the pen created the
universe- well, looks like the Anunnaki supplied the Ink 

We will pickup in the PDF on page 98
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The Royal Line of Cain
http://www.halexandria.org/dward915.htm
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Generation 8 --1. Enoch (Henokh) [8] Cain (=Luluwa-Lilith) [7] Enki and Eve [6] Enki and Nin-khursag [5] Anu
and Antu (OR Anu and Ki) [4] Anshar and Kishar [3] Lahmu and Lahamu [2] Tiamat and Absu [1]
Or possibly : ( they are not sure which comic book geneology)

Enoch (Henokh) [10] Luluwa-Lilith (=Cain) [9] Enki and Lilith [8] Nergal and Ereshkigal [7] Nanna
[6] Enlil [5] Anu and Ki [4] Anshar and Kishar [3] Lahmu and Lahamu [2] Tiamat and Absu [1]

For the moment, we will
concentrate upon only the
titular head of the
Sumerian Kings: Etana
(Atun).

I always wondered why the Song of
Solomon was canonized but not the
book of Enoch. May have to look into
this further as it could have been
inserted by the Kabbalah priests.
Thanks for bragging Lawrence! Do
you see how folks just make stuff
up? It is apparently true the bigger
the lie the more believable it is or
the longer they say it is true then it
must be!
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“And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and
daughters were born unto them, that the sons of G saw the daughters of men
that they were fair [in looks, as opposed to just or unbiased]; and they took them
wives of all they chose... There were Nephilim on the earth in those days; and
also after that, when the sons of G came in unto the daughters of men, and they
bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of
renown.” -- Genesis 6:1-4

We love the “may have been” dishonored by consorting with earthly women.
This is because in their story – the flood happened due to their god being
woken up in foul mood due to loud noises.
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Thank you for bearing with us on this. So far we have proved that the ancient
pagan religion is advancing shatan’s agenda with him as their god and is being
repackaged today in religion, politics and culture. This is why Yah says to come out
of this! We are still in Babylon today, and there is more to show.
Now we are seeing another clue as to the “Elohim” issue. Blavatsky has provided
information from her demons and we can add this to it. Again, the reason why
this is important is that just like YHUH was covered over some 7,000 times,
Elohim is in The Tanak about 2400 times! If we are using a title that is
traceable to the Kabbalah and Canaanite deities then we must look at that as a
title just like Adoni and “the lord”, being used to give respect and praise to
shatan and not Yah! This is not far-fetched. Shatan usually won’t come right out
and use YHUH – although we have recently seen it used on Kabbalah sites. They
normally use Jehovah. I think Yah has preventing them in the past but we are
getting to the end. As we saw in scripture, they will again pervert Yah’s name.

However, they can use Elohim with no problem. I have yet to come across
where they have used HaYah or IAM! This is what I think they covered
over with Elohim! Elohim means many gods. HaYah means I AM (singular)
Eternal! Get the difference? In the Scriptures that attempt to restore
Yahuah’s name, they still use Elohim, as that is what is written in Hebrew.
We have not found the final thread to unravel this cover-up, like we did
with Adonay, but I think we are close.
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(Ah, so the giants are Cro-Magnon,
hmm, none of them were very large,
so wondering how Mr. Gardner
accounts for that when Scripture
specifically says “giants”, but then
again, Cro-Magnon is more in line with
the evolution thought process.)
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The Sumerian god and goddess,
“Ea and Nin-igiku (Enki and Ninkhursag) created 14 new humans
soon after the Flood, seven boys
and seven girls, and the clinical
process involved the wombs of
women who had survived the
deluge. Nin-khursag prepared 14
‘pinches of clay’ (i.e., earthling
stock) upon which Enki had
delivered his ‘repeated
incantation.’ The wombs are called
the ‘Creatresses of Destiny.’ The
‘cloning experiments were a
success, “but a more advanced
plan was then conceived to create
a prototype for a race of superior
earthly leaders. (Mr. Gardner
does not explain the Epic of
Gilgamesh, which is where
Enkidu –same as Enki just
means Enki is good-came
from.)
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Again they think Gilgamesh was a real
person.
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Here they are taking out Yahuah altogether
and saying “the lord” (who we know is shatan)
is Enki! They take Genesis and just insert
whatever they want, but then turn around and
say the Scriptures are wrong! They love to
brag and the poor people still calling on the
lord have no idea who really is getting to hear
their utmost fears and highest praise. As an
aside Adam was almost 1000 years old when
he died and Josephus even says that he had
many sons and daughters, wonder how old Cain
was, when he finally died?
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The Background of the Gilgamesh Epic by Nozomi Osanai on August 3, 2005

https://answersingenesis.org/the-flood/flood-legends/the-background-of-thegilgamesh-epic/
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From Laurence Gardner, Genesis of the Grail Kings
(page 76])
“The Anunnaki had become weary from the work of farming and agriculture, and it was
determined “that ‘for the sake of the good things in their pure sheepfolds, Man was given breath’.
The instruction came firstly from Dragon Queen Tiamat, the primeval mother of the Anunnaki,
who said to Enki, ‘O my son, rise from your bed... Work what is wise. Fashion servants of the
gods, [and] may they produce their doubles. To this Enki replied,
‘O my mother, the creature whose name you uttered, it exists. Bind upon it the image of the
gods... Nin-mah [Nin-khursag] will work above you... [she] will stand by you at your fashioning. O
my mother, decree upon its fate; Nin-mah will bind upon it in the mother of the gods. It is Man.’

Note that this genetic manipulation was not to create something wholly new (e.g., out of
mere clay), but to impress upon existing stock (the humans) the attributes of the Anunnaki
“gods”.
Talking about genetic manipulation, that’s interesting, since that does
correlate with what’s happening now, and I wonder if they will say
the same thing about the NEW species of mankind they are working
so hard on forming.
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The upper portion of this tree shows
an abbreviated version of the
Anunnaki Family Tree The lower
portion supplements this with the
royal seed manipulations... and one
might rather suspect, a slightly
different version than has been
promulgated over the ages. In
particular, one needs to note the
cameo appearances of Enki (as
Samael) in providing consort style aid
and comfort to Adam’s two wives.
Note that the red, brown, black and
blue bloodlines include primarily Enki
and but also Enlil as godparents. Note
also the fractional breed
combinations. For example:
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This is how a faction of shatan’s side has been duped into thinking this is their
history and birthright. If you are an elitist, then this will appeal to you. The
main point is there is evil in the world from shatan and all that is good is
Yahuah. Yahuah will do His best to keep us from this evil but we must walk to
Him on His terms. We cannot bring the trash in His house. He cannot help us if
we do not leave all the trappings of evil no matter how nicely it is packaged and
find out the true path to Him.
Also as a more current update on the Anunnaki followers, take a look at what
these guys have been up to now days.
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http://galacticconnection.com/anunnaki-evidence-in-africa-is-being-keptsecret-video/
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This is just one page worth of hits when
we put Anunnaki in the search box. They
are back with a vengeance and are
connected now to the ancient astronaut
theory and the new alien astronaut
movement. So even though we know they
are demons dressed as comic book
characters some people are really
believing that these are the saviors and
creators of the planet. We hope you
understand why we go into such depths
with these things. They are not going
away and are leading astray and
permeating our culture to where soon if
you do not agree with this, just like
evolution you will be mocked and may
even pay more dearly. We could literally
do a huge study just on this subject and
the rabbit trails it leads to. Suffice to
say it all leads back to the Adversary
and straight into the Abyss.
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Just for the purposes of seeing how far off story has gotten even from the
original writings, take a look at this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5Pfv_A2hmw
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This is the next level of twisted information that is so stunningly
insane; that we have no doubt people will be drawn in hook line and
sinker. If people can believe this over Yah then their imaginations are
truly running away with them. These are charlatans of the highest
order!
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Next Time in Part 5E We will start looking at
Freemasonry.

We will pickup on Page 121 of our PDF.
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